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Immortal Romance Online Slot Machine ��. Software: Microgaming Paylines: 243 Max Coins Per

Spin: 6 Free Spins: Yes Scatter symbol: Yes Multiplier: Yes Reels: 5 Min Coins Per Spin: 0.02 Autoplay
Option: Yes Wild Symbol: Yes Bonus Game: Yes Jackpot: $ 21,321.30 RTP: 96.86% Volatility: Medium.
The free Immortal Romance slot is perhaps the most sensational slot game ever to be based fairy tales

and superheroes. If you love horrific things, this should thrill you since it is set in the shadows of a
vampire based theme to make the gaming experience even better. This game, designed by
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Microgaming comes with several bonus features and excellent graphics which take the gaming
experience to new levels. This slot features five reels with more than 240 ways to win the jackpot. This

implies that all winning symbol combinations can only flow from left to right and they don’t have to appear
on any fixed pay lines. Its low ranking symbols are suitably decorated with the higher valued ones being
decorated with the main four symbols of the game. The logo of Immortal Romance serves as the wild
symbol while the scatter symbol is a lion’s head which acts as a door knocker. As well try to play free

More Chilli slots by Aristocrat. Note: Microgaming launched Immortal Romance remastered version on
21 May 2020. Enjoy new graphics and mobile adaptation. Best Online Casinos to Play for Real Money.

Skol Casino up to $1300 + 250 Bonus Spins Play Now Casino Cruise 55 Free Spins + 100% up to
$/£/€200 + 200 Free Spins Play Now Vulkan Vegas Up to CA$/€/$1,000 + 125 Free Spins Play Now

Only the first and the second deposit made within 7 days after the activation of the bonus are taken into
account with the offer. Max bonus amount for the first deposit is €300; for the second starting from €15

—€400, for the second starting from €50 — €700. 30x wagering requirements for free spins and 40x for
bonuses. The maximum bet allowed when playing with bonus money is of $/C$/€5. More Microgaming

Free Slot Games. How to Play the Immortal Romance Slot? Before you can press the Immortal
Romance autoplay button or spin the wheel, you have to make a preferred coin value, usually between
$0.01 and $0.20. This can be done by using the – and + buttons. Though you can win in 243 ways, you

can only bet on thirty pay lines for every spin. This implies that you are only allowed to wager between 30
and 300 coins. You must get three matching symbols from the left to the right for you to get a payout. If

you want to have a look at the paytable, click the “view play” button to learn how the game’s unique
features can be unlocked to your advantage. Special Symbols. There are only two unique symbols in this

Immortal Romance: a scatter and a wild symbol demo for Zuma Video slots online. The game’s logo
symbol can only represent the wild one. The wild can be a sub for any other symbol apart from the
scatter. If it appears on a winning line, it will act like a two times multiplier. The scatter symbol is

represented by a door knocker, which is usually the face of a lion. If two such symbols appear anywhere
on the game, you are entitled to the game’s full payout. In addition to this, three scatter symbols can open
up the chamber of spins. Bonus Symbols and Features. Wild Desire. Wild Desire can only be triggered
randomly. It can transform five reels into wilds, which increasing the probability of winning the jackpot.
The Chamber of Spins. It acts as a vital bonus game. To achieve this, you will have to get five, four or
three scatter signs, which are typically the lion’s head, to gain entry to the chamber of spins. The first

chance to trigger a bonus feature, you are only allowed to choose Amber. However, as you progress to
trigger five, ten and fifteen times, you have the freedom to pick the others. As well try to play the free

“Spartacus” casino game. Amber will only give you a 5x multiplier. If you land Troy, you get rewarded with
15 spins. Bats can also swim over your reels and turned them into three times and two times multipliers.

If you land Michael, you get rewarded with 20 spins. There is also a wheel rolling feature. This implies
that each time you win, the symbols involved will transform others. Gain 25 free spins if you are lucky
enough to get Sarah. Symbols on reel three will also be converted into wilds. Immortal Romance on

Mobile Devices. Microgaming game developers made this slot compatible with most gadgets, and it is
supported by some of the most used platforms (iOS, Android, etc.). Like on PC devices, this online

casino machine can be tried for free and real cash while betting on mobile and tablet devices. A game
has no differences. All the lines, prizes, free spins, playing settings and levels are the same as in the

original version made for desktop computers. A mobile version of the Immortal Romance slot is made to
be easy to use, so a game table perfectly fits into a display without any needed adjustments. Gamers

can enjoy the same satisfying feeling like they are betting in any land or online casino. Benefits from the
mobile version are numerous, but the most important is that players can use it from any place where an
internet connection is available. There is no need to gamble from a PC or to go to the nearest casino.

Just download a free version directly into a preferred mobile or tablet gadget (iPhone, Blackberry,
Android, etc.) and start betting. The Immortal Romance online pokie can be downloaded from online
market stores or played via internet browsers like Mozilla, Opera, and others. Gamers don’t have to

worry about reward differences because the mobile version offers the same prize pool as the PC. Pick
the way you want to bet, infuse some real cash funds into a game, and play the Immortal Romance slot
casino machine from any place you want. Gamers will enjoy a graphic design that the Microgaming’s
creative team developed and transferred to a mobile screen. For all gamblers who want to try a real
vampire-themed online slot and have fun while playing via their favourite mobile and tablet devices,

check out the Immortal Romance game. Immortal Romance Verdict. This is a memorable game to play,
and this is for many reasons. Its music is excellent; graphics are excellent, making the game one of the



most memorable to play. If you are lucky enough to unlock the Sarah bonus feature, you will be opening
up probabilities of winning lots of money. Like I noted above, every pay line is fixed, which implies that

you can only bet between 30 and 300 coins. As well, try to play Gorilla Chief slot online for free. The
Microgaming company develops Immortal Romance online video slot, and it comes with five reels and
243 payways! The list below contains all other generalities: The value of a single coin ranges between

0.01 and 0.02. The amount of coins per line goes from 1 to 10. The value of the maximum bet is 3.
Wizard of Oz slot with 30 paylines and bonus rounds; The maximum payout (jackpot prize) is 150x bet

per line. The theoretical RTP percentage is 96.86%. This puts Immortal Romance among the high
volatility slots, which essentially means that the risk is higher, but the payouts are larger too, although they
occur less frequently. Low volatility slots have smaller payoffs that appear more frequently, so the risk is
smaller. Immortal Romance comes with additional bonus rounds. This amusing pokie can be played for
free with no need to download or register. There is a mobile version of Immortal Romance compatible

with Android and iOS. It can be accessed directly through the device’s web browser in instant play mode
(pre-installed Adobe Flash Player is required). Bonuses & Features. The Immortal Romance slot comes

with regular symbols plus the wild, and the scatter. The Immortal Romance logo is wild, and it can
substitute all the symbols, except for the scatter. The scatter carries the biggest payout of 1200 credits.

The Chamber of Spins bonus gets triggered when one manages to land three or more scatters
anywhere on the reels. The first time one activates this bonus, one gets to pick Amber, and after several

activated bonuses, other vampires, Troy, Michael and Sarah, become unlocked in the same order:
Amber brings one of ten free spins with a 5x multiplier. Troy carries 15 costless rolls in which vampire
bats randomly fly over the reels carrying 2x and 3x multipliers. Michael comes with 20 free spins. After
each winning spin, the symbols included in the combination become replaced with new icons. Each

winning spin increases the multiplier by 1x up to the maximum of 5x. Sarah can bring 25 free spins. If one
lands a Wild Vine symbol on the third reel, a random number of symbols get turned into wilds. Two or

more scatters landed, bring one 1-5 additional free spins. Wild Desire feature gets triggered randomly,
turning up to five reels into wilds. Where to Play Immortal Romance? Slotty Vegas offers a welcoming

package up to £500 plus 50 free spins; BetAt has a welcoming promotion of up to £500 plus 50 costless
rolls for the Starburst slot; Royal Panda awards all new members with the first deposit bonus with a

100% match up to the amount of £100; 
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